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MODELING AND SIMULATION OF GENETIC

ALGORITHM USING META-MODELS

ABBAS MAHMOODI MARKID

Abstract. In this paper we introduce new method for modeling and
simulation of genetic algorithm based on meta-models. Eclipse Mod-
eling Framework (EMF) provides a meta-modeling framework to de-
scribe models in various abstraction levels. We use this platform and
EMF-DEVS to modeling genetic algorithm (GA-DEVS) and gener-
ating partial executable codes on DEVS-Suite simulator. Also this
process helps modelers to validate models and their structure and
I/O validity.
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1. Introduction

Soft computing has many subcategories like neural networks and evo-
lutionary algorithms. In this field problems could be solved based on
uncertainty and randomness with lower cost. GA use best selection for
replication in new generations to reach a precise answer. Researchers use
different tools for modeling and simulating GA techniques like Simulink
in Matlab or building specific tools using a programming language. All of
these tools have some challenges, but one of the most important challenges
is validating models and simulation.
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Techniques of soft computing like GA are based on randomness in se-
lections and only use some constraints in structure or behavior of models.
Also accurate solution is not accessible at all, so researchers cant proof
validity of their models by using common methods like golden model. On
the other hand initialization of generations and constraints in selection
or mutation can influence the final result. Therefore it is necessary to
use a robust validating framework to validate models and consequently
simulation results.

Each work use its own validating process, but this research use Meta-
Modeling of systems that meets discrete event specification (DEVS) [1]
formalism. This method could be used at first steps of model design
and improve structural and behavioral validation. The main question in
modeling process is about conformity of abstract model and real system.
Importance of this issue related to the application of models and simula-
tion results. In some cases this is so important to prove validity of models
and results.

Validation is the process of checking or proving the abstract model
is the accurate description of the real system. Validating the models is
the basic step in the modeling and simulation process. Model validation
can be considered in various parts of modeling cycle. In first steps of
model design, modeler involve with real system, abstract models (and
their specification formalism), and relation of models.

Model validation classified into two basic complementary types. Struc-
tural validation related to consistency of structure of abstract model with
real system based on selected specification. And the other is behavioral
validation that related to checking the consistency of input/output of ab-
stract model with relation of real system with its environment. The big
challenge in this scope is that, how we can design a model that fully match
the real system and have the similar relation (same input/output) with
its environment.

Based on the authors readings, there isnt any proper to automatically
determine the validity of models or formal definition of validity in models
in soft computing field. This paper introduce a new process and formal-
ism for model design in DEVS specification for Genetic Algorithm (GA).
New process use meta-models and semi-automatic code generation tools
to describe new meta-models. Describing meta-models is so simpler than
modeling the system by programming language or other fully detailed ex-
ecutable models. Meta-models doesnt consider all details of system. In
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this work author describes GA meta-model using EMF-DEVS and auto-
matically generating some parts of executable codes in java using Eclipse
Modeling Framework (EMF) [2] tools.

Remainder of the paper organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the
DEVS formalism, Eclipse Modeling Framework and EMF-DEVS as a
modeling and met-modeling framework. Section 3 describes closely re-
lated works. Section 4 details the meta-modeling steps of GA and shows
how to develop meta-models, modeling the GA and validating the models.
Section 5 highlights future works and concludes the paper with specific
detail of results.

2. Meta-Models in DEVS Modeling and Simulation

DEVS is a useful formalism to describe and modeling systems in system
theory that provides dynamic and generic description for models in addi-
tion to maintaining simplicity and soundness. DEVS uses some basic ele-
ments to describe a hierarchy structure for models. This structure is highly
scalable and supports coupling and decoupling concepts. Also DEVS is
event-based and supports optional scheduling events. DEVS models simu-
lation could be sequential, parallel and distributed. All of these attributed
concluded from close relation of object oriented and DEVS.

DEVS has two basic model: Atomic model and Coupled Model. All
of other complicated models consists of these two models. Atomic model
defined as a smallest unique with special functions. Coupled models are
composition of one or some other Atomic or Coupled models. Composition
of models is in the hierarchy structure. Each Coupled model that consist
of some other Atomic and coupled models is a basic model that can be
used as a basic model in composition of other Coupled models.

Three types of connections defined in DEVS: internal, external-input
and external-output. So a coupled models consist of some models and
their connections without any behavioral functions. Figure 1 describes
this hierarchy structure.

Simulation is the process of executing specified and implemented models
to achieve results in computers. Results can be system state traces, data
flows between models, steps sequences and combination of these items.
Simulators has important effect on results and prepare executable system
to interpret the simulation models. DEVS formalism doesnt constraint
the simulation protocols and doesnt have any assumptions. So DEVS
simulators include protocols and specification to execute the models.
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Figure 1. Atomic and Copuled Models

2.1. Eclipse Modeling Framework. Meta-Model is the high-level ab-
straction in Model Driven Development (MDD) methodology to specify
the models and could be used to describe models. Meta-model in meta-
modeling has the role of language syntax of programming language in the
code development. In MDD, Meta-models are a conceptual models that
related to the all of system without domain specific knowledge. In the
other words model is the abstract description of system that described
with symbols, sentences, or shapes of modeling language. According to
this definition for model, meta-model is the modeling language specifi-
cation. MDD use these concepts to generate the platform independent
models automatically. Modeling language consists of three element: ab-
stract syntax, objective syntax and dynamics [3]. Abstract syntax is the
definition of a language that describes elements of a conceptual model and
their relations. Objective syntax of a modeling language describes mod-
els in graphical or structured shapes and texts. Dynamics of a modeling
language is the operation of model elements by functions or implemented
tools.

Meta-modeling is the process of describing a domain-specific language
that can model the systems of that domain[4]. Domain-specific modeling
languages used for specific problems of each domain and could be de-
scribed by specializing the generic modeling language. Each meta-model
describes the abstract syntax of modeling language and it described by
meta-modeling language. Meta-modeling language is an introduction to
describe a modeling language. This modeling language description pre-
pared by a meta-model. Meta models of a meta-modeling language called
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meta-meta-model. Model, meta-model and meta-meta-model construct a
three layer hierarchy structure.

UML is a widely accepted standard system specification formalism by
objects. Usually this formalism used for software design specification,
specifically software that implemented based on object-oriented methods.
UML focuses on describing complicated systems by different point of views
to support all aspects of system. So this method use various charts like
class diagram, sequence diagram, use case diagram, and activity diagram.
But EMF only uses and supports class diagrams of UML.

EMF use the key concepts of MDD and import the model to develop-
ment and integration tools. Ecore is the base core of EMF. Ecore is the
meta-model that supports all other meta-models. EMF and its tools can
transform models from UML, XML, and java codes to each other by using
Ecore. Figure 2 demonstrate this concept.

Figure 2. Model Transformation Formats in EMF

Other important part of meta-modeling process in EMF is the Object
Constraint Language (OCL)[6]. OCL is the standard of OMG and is the
plugin for UML. This language helps modelers to add some constraints and
check points to model. OCL improve the models description by adding
information to models that UML couldnt specify in different charts. Also
statements of OCL was so clear, without ambiguous and highly readable
because it is standard and standards of OMG are highly integrated, com-
patible, and coherent. Having strong models in MDD is so important,
UML and OCL can prepare models with sufficient details and minimal
descriptions.

2.2. Meta-Models in DEVS Modeling and Simulation. EMF-DEVS
Modeling Process DEVS models can be described in various abstract level
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between fully formal models and fully coded simulation models. EMF can
support all process of modeling and simulation of DEVS models. For ex-
ample consider the generic formal description of DEVS models and DEVS-
Suite simulation tool. EMF supports specification of generic formal mod-
els as a meta-model. This meta-model helps to model the domain specific
models based on DEVS meta-model. Also EMF supports to develop the
new DEVS-Suite using meta-models. EMF-DEVS approach illustrated
in Figure 3. EMF-DEVS consists of two important meta-models: DEVS
meta-model and DEVS-Suite meta-model. All of these meta-models de-
rived by Ecore meta-model and models of it. Also each of them is an
independent meta-model for their models. Big arrows show the EMF-
DEVS consists of combination of three highly abstract and general models.
devs.ecore and generator.genmodel supports the meta-modeling of generic
DEVS. Modelers can use these files for modeling the specific models based
on DEVS, like simple processor architecture in Figure 3. Also each domain
specific model needs its own specific knowledge, so modelers can drive new
domain specific meta-models from EMF-DEVS meta-models.

Figure 3. Generic and Domain Specific Meta-models of
EMF-DEVS

EMF has the automatic framework and process to test and validate the
models and meta-models. this validation framework provided by using
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OCL constraints and generated after the automatic code generation. For
example Figure 4 shows the constraint of input/output ports of generic
DEVS models.

Figure 4. Constraints of Input/Output data in EMF-DEVS

EMF-DEVS by using this constraint can check the validity of models
in modeling, sampling, code generation, and execution processes.

Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a useful method to solve problems in the
domain of optimization problems or problems with gigantic search domain.
GA initialized by the initialize generation, and improve the generations
in the next iterations. New generations generated by the combination of
previous generation members as the parents. Selecting the parents and
their properties (chromosomes) is based on the fitness assignment and
selecting proper parents. Valuable parents have more chance to selecting
to generate the next generation and participate in crossover. Some the
best people directly move to next generation. In some cases mutation
helps to avoid local optimization. Iterations continue to achieve a given
steps or specific optimality.

GA has many details like selecting first generation, selecting best coding
for example binary coding, value coding and tree coding. In the other side
GA has the deterministic structure and iterative steps in execution. So,
meta-modeling the structure and behavior of generic GA in EMF-DEVS is
applicable. Also other details of GA that related to domain specifications,
could be supported by EMF environment.
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3. Related works

In this scope, some methods used to evaluate the GA. Because of the
variety of problems in each domain, and comprehensiveness of GA, each
domain has its own methods. In fuel cells, [5] study about the influence
of parameters domain, validation strategy, and people and generation se-
lection, on the final results.

Meta-models used to help design process and decreasing the models
complexity. In some domains, meta-models accompany the GA for prob-
lem reduction. [7] uses meta-models to decrease the computations and
problem space in real scale, for optimization problems. Indeed, executing
GA in real scale needs so many resources, so reducing the functions and
models specification is possible by using meta-models.

In [9], authors survey the application of meta-modeling methods in op-
timization problems that solving with evolutionary algorithms. This work
describes the metrics for evaluating the scaling, accuracy, and robustness
of different techniques. In [10]] different GA compared with each other.
This comparison is impossible with simple ways, so [10] uses meta-models
to unify the selection function and omits the influence of this function on
results.

[3],[11] are other works that applied only in modeling and simulation
fields only for mata-models. Authors of [8] survey and study theory of
modeling system of systems using meta-models. Authors previous work in
[12] introduce meta-models, constraints of OCL and EMF environment as
a model design tool for automatic validation of all simulation models.[13]
use EMF to model the DEVS-Suite[14] and MDD architecture for meta-
modeling the simulators. Other works like [15],[16] are only for a specific
product and works only in one aspect of simulation but in [13], modelers
dont need using various simulators. Indeed models and simulator prepared
in the same environment.

This paper, introduce new design and modeling method for GA, that
reduce the model size and complexity, also automatically generate some
parts of code. This new method can validate models before simulation
automatically using EMF.

4. Modeling and Simulation of GA in EMF-DEVS

This section describes new meta-modeling method for GA. GA includes
some entities like person with specific chromosome sequence, generation
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of some people that have role of parents. These items specified by us-
ing atomic and coupled models with DEVS. Fitness function, mutation
function, merge and crossover functions are behavior of models, so imple-
mented in external and internal functions of atomic models. By using these
models, DEVS-Suite can simulate the GA. The basic process of Figure 5
used to apply EMF-DEVS architecture for GA. In the first step domain
specific models and its simulator models derived from Ecore meta-meta-
model and DEVS meta-model. Derived meta-models improved by adding
new properties and classes to each of them. Prepared meta-models used
for sampling and generate new models for simulation. Figure 5 shows this
process. Details exists in [17].

Figure 5. MDA-DEVS Architecture process [17]

In the next step automatic code generation of EMF, generates some
codes for sampled models. These codes construct the structure of each
model based on DEVS, EMF, and domain specific mea-models. New
models need to fill the external and internal functions of each model. In
the last step, modeler can run DEVS-Suite simulator and execute the
models. OCL constraints helps modelers in all steps of these process. Fig-
ure 6 shows the EMF-DEVS process for GA. GEN-DEVS is the specified
meta-model that specifies GA. DEVS-Suite meta-model is also prepared
to generate the DEVS-Suite simulator. In the next steps sample models
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derived from GEN-DEVS and some java executable codes prepared by
EMF code generation.

Figure 6. GA meta-model using EMF-DEVS

Some parts of GA meta-model figured in Figure 6. GA meta-model
includes three main bases: Generation, Evaluation, and GenGenerator.
Generation package related to structure of generations and includes some
deterministic persons. GA meta-mode supports automatically producing
the different chromosomes, persons, and generations models. Sampling
prepared by GenGenerator package. The most important challenge in
GA meta-models and models validation is the different concepts of valida-
tion. Model validation categorized in two types: structure validation and
behavior validation. This article introduce structure validation and some
small part of behavior validation in GA. Classic methods for modeling
and simulation are:

1- Coding based on conceptual model (with or without specific format
or ready codes)

2- Graphical demonstration (informal models)
3- UML charts
4- Model Repository like COSMOS [14]
All of this methods have its own advantages and disadvantages, but

common problem in all of these methods is modeler responsibility. Mod-
eler should model and consider all relations between models, data and
environment. In the other hand these methods isnt scalable for gigantic
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models and simulation validity. Successful methods should be use accu-
rate tools and ready models that reduce the importance of modeling tools
and method in final results.

In some cases, Simulation tools and environment, also specification lan-
guage affects the models and its validity. But in EMF-DEVS, all things are
meta-models and checking the compatibility of concepts and definitions
is automatic. So EMF-DEVS models has the close relation with DEVS
formalism concepts.Figure 7 illustrate the GA simulation by DEVS-Suite.

Figure 7. Simulation of GA (Models generated by GA
meta-model)

5. Conclusion

Using different models that are in the different platforms and languages,
and merging these models prepare the powerful tools. EMF-DEVS by us-
ing meta-models can benefit many fields and domains. Meta-models trans-
fer the real detailed structure of a system to higher abstraction level, so
reduce the details and model size. Indeed meta-models collect the common
aspects of all models in a specific domain and simplify the model valida-
tion. Some fields like soft computing deal with big search space, iterative
solutions and big data result. In this cases, using multiple resources with
specific and also heterogeneous platforms can be beneficial. EMF-DEVS
helps modelers to use any intentional platform only by meta-modeling.
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In GA-DEVS modeler doesnt have any constraint in platform of mod-
eling. It supports multi-platform atomic and coupled models by using
adapters in hierarchical structure. In the other hand, any EMF supported
platform like UML, XML, Java, and C++ codes can be integrated by any
other tools like Matlab, DEVS-Suite, and user created codes. GA-DEVS
can connect and interconnect with all DEVS modeling and simulations
that support messaging of atomic and coupled models like DEVS-Suite
and other open source tools. It needs only a common meta-models with
adapters to exchange messages.

GA-DEVS supports generating new simulators for specific domains.
EMF-DEVS can flexibly transform models from one modeling platform
to another platform that meta-modeled by Ecore and EMF-DEVS. In
the other hand, gigantic models can divided to small models in different
platform and increase the code and implementation reusability with extra
support in learning goals and cooperation of team members.

Another benefit of GA-DEVS is the validation mechanism. It fully
supports structural validation and I/O data validity for different models.
Also multi-platform validation supported by GA-DEVS. Its more valu-
able than specific platform validation. Also constraint library could help
modelers to access any predefined constraints in Eclipse IDE. GA-DEVS
couldnt prepare behavior modeling and validation automatically. The
origin of this deficiency is the complexity and variety of model behavior.
Also these defect leads models to have a low speed communication tun-
nels in multi-platform modeling. Innovations of this paper summarized
in two aspects. First innovation is the meta-modeling of GA and model
derivation from EMF-DEVS. Other innovation is related to the process
of modeling and design. New process is a semi-automatic modeling and
meta-modeling that supports automatic validation and supports GA sim-
ulation by DEVS-Suite.
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